Sarum Hardwood Structures

At Sarum Hardwood Structures we care about the aesthetics of a location which is why we have our own designers and installation teams not only to help you with your bridging problems but also to take into consideration the surrounding area.

Of course it doesn't mean we only span areas of natural beauty. Our hardwood bridges are vandal resistant, easy to maintain and have a very long life span, as we are sure hundreds of our existing customers in the UK and Europe would agree.

We produce various types of single span bridges up to 30 metres or cable stay suspension up to 100 metres, all to the highest specifications.

Other Hardwood Structures

SHS don't just stop at hardwood bridges we also design other types of hardwood structures including walkways, screens, balustrades, decking and general hardwood landscaping.

If you would like further information about our hardwood bridges or structures please contact us on (0962) 63677 today.

Sarum Hardwood Structures Limited, Suite 6, 124/126 Stockbridge Road, Winchester, Hampshire, SO22 6RN

Nothing else comes close.

Any weather, any terrain. When it comes to sheer hard work, unfailing reliability and mowing excellence, nothing comes close to Beaver.

Technology has its rewards

Beaver Equipment Ltd.
U.K. Sales: Spellbrook, Herts, CM23 4BU. Telephone: Bishop's Stortford (0279) 723444
When the Ryder Cup teams return to The Belfry this month they will find a few changes since the Cup was last played for over the Brabazon Course in 1985. Not so much with the course, though more about that later, but the hotel and leisure complex is far grander, more luxurious and certainly more expensive. Two new residential blocks have been constructed, fitting in with the existing complex as if they had been there for years and this, complemented by a complete upgrading and refurbishing of all the facilities of the Belfry will provide the perfect setting for what is expected to be the most exciting contest since Samuel Ryder donated his trophy 62 years ago.

The interest in this year’s matchplay contest, simmering for months, is now approaching the boil on both the European and American continents. It has been said that the Americans, so used to winning all before them, lose interest in international events until they are beaten. With that thought in mind it is worth noting that the three major golf team trophies, the Ryder Cup, the Walker Cup and the Curtis Cup are all on this side of the Atlantic. Add to that Nick Faldo’s Masters’ title won at August earlier this year and it is not difficult to appreciate that Raymond Floyd’s team are out for revenge.

Back in 1985, Derek Ganning, was the Head Greenkeeper-Superintendent, a fairly apt Americanised title, considering his greens were sown on pure sand with Pencross. Four years on he is known as the Course Manager with Sam Hagen as his working Head Greenkeeper. What he has achieved is quite phenomenal when considering the past lashings the Belfry courses received from the critics. Comments such as “a featureless soggy farmland” and a “treeless barren wilderness” were two of the more charitable that can be recalled to mind. The Alliss and Thomas design has taken more than its fair share of “stick” by those who have played badly looking for the excuse, but also from others who should have been constructive with their criticism rather than damning the Belfry for the sheer hell of it.

Twelve years later, plus the injection of a vast amount of money by Greenall Whitley, the Belfry has matured into a magnificent golf course, a view confirmed by PGA Tournament Director Tony Gray, who told Derek just days before the match, that the Brabazon was “the best presented course he had seen in Europe this year”. Back in June, the English Open was played over the Brabazon, a tournament which the Belfry could have well done without. Only those managing a tournament course can appreciate the disturbance and interruption caused by the preparation of spectator facilities and their removal after the event. Competitor Tony Jacklin, putting on his captain’s hat was quoted as saying - “The fairways were too fast and the greens were too slow. We may have had a dry spring and summer, but that is now excuse”.

Whether Derek Ganning made an answering comment to that remark is not on record, but most of our readers would hole in one in any contest to predict his reply. Although there has been some minor changes to the layout in the past four years, the course will be virtually the same as in 1985. A new fourth tee to the right of the existing tee has been constructed specifically for this match, forcing more of a draw over the edge of a recently constructed irrigation lake. Hit the water and the golfer will not only lose the ball, but incur the wrath of Derek Ganning for disturbing his colony of rainbow trout!

There is an additional water hazard also to the right of the short 7th where
an existing drainage stream has been cleared, widened and a number of dead trees removed from an overgrown copse. A flock of Canada geese are more than happy with the new arrangements.

One other change has been the removal of a mature chestnut at the edge of the 18th fairway, blown down in the gales. In some way this is a blessing in disguise for both spectators and players as it opens up the view from the tee making it easier to see the well hit shot.

When Head Greenkeeper Sam Hagan was asked what special maintenance has been completed in preparation for the Ryder Cup, he said the Belfry courses receive intensive maintenance all the time. However, as this event is the peak of the golfing year, all their efforts have been geared to prepare the Brabazon to perfection for mid September. Tees and greens have been scarified, top dressed and would be receiving a “Ganning Secret Feed” three weeks before the event. The bunkers have been edged and replenished with Moneystone White and last year the irrigation system was upgraded with the Toro 3000 system.

One of the principle purchases this year has been the Australian made Coremaster, complete with sets of quadra tines, half inch tines and three quarter inch slit tines. “This machine was an excellent buy”, said Derek Ganning. He also purchased a John Deere Compact tractor which has proved to be “beautiful machine”.

He also has a Jacobsen Diesel Greens King, complete with verti-cut reels and grooming units, which is currently used to cut the sand greens prior to the start of the contest. Once the matches start the greens will be cut twice a day by hand with his three Lloyds Paladin machines.

Cutting will take place in the early morning and again around lunch-time before the start of the afternoon matches, though Derek was reluctant to be drawn on the height of the cut or the stimpmeter speed to be achieved. What is certain, if the opposition are expecting similar speeds to those at Augusta, they are likely to be disappointed!

Staffing levels of around forty or fifty were reported at Muirfield Village, plus casuals during the match. Just for the record, the two Belfry courses are maintained by Derek and Sam in a supervisory capacity, six greenkeepers, one full-time mechanic, one man spending most of his time on the irrigation system and two YTS trainees, who are following the block release City & Guild syllabus.

As for the bunker raking and divoting, local pensioners will be on hand, happy to do the job for a monogrammed sweater plus a couple of rounds of golf. Just one more point - There is a special message for Jimmy Kidd at Gleneagles from The Belfry staff: “Watch for our colourful announcement under the score board at the 18th!”.
Whether you’re mowing, loading or cleaning up, a John Deere Hydrostatic Tractor makes the task quick, easy and efficient.

Quick, because the excellent John Deere attachment system lets you change implements in minutes. And in many cases without tools.

Easy, because hydrostatic drive means there are no gears to shift.

And efficient, because John Deere gives you separate or simultaneous control over both mid and rear PTOs.

Find out all the facts on John Deere’s four liquid-cooled diesel models from 11.9 to 24.6-kW. See your dealer for the proper power source for your profession.

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE

Please send me detailed information on:

- Lawn + Garden Tractors
- Front Mowers
- Compact Diesel Tractors
- Golf and Turf Equipment
- Snow removal equipment

Please send to:
John Deere Ltd.
Harby Road, Langar
Nottingham, NG13 9HT
Telephone: (0949) 60491
Golf course expansion bunkered by bureaucracy

Despite a known need for 500 more courses in Britain, John Lelean finds that minority self interest and local planners are blocking development.

The “set-aside” scheme offered to British farmers which grants aids taking land out of food production, has led to a number of landowners examining the viability of building golf courses on suitable sites of 120 acres plus. This move has had the support of central government, but judging by the number of rejections to proposals put before local planning authorities, often supported by vociferous and well-organised adjacent residents, the policy is not receiving endorsement at local level.

A landowner at Scarborough raised a storm of protest when he applied to construct an 18 hole golf course within the boundaries of the holiday resort, including opposition from an adjacent farmer.

The reasons put forward for objection included: golfers would frighten the cattle, golf balls hit off line could cause injury to stock and there was also the danger of cattle inadvertently eating lost golf balls with the grass!

Planning applications for golf courses rarely receive consent without opposition from one source or another. Whether it is from local residents who adopt the attitude “not in my backyard”, highway authorities saying the access will be dangerous or the roads unsuitable for increased traffic, desecration of areas of natural beauty or visual intrusion by the construction of a club house and car park facilities.

If these objections are overcome then there is always the fallback ploy of “creating pressure for further development.”

Because golf courses require a large area of open agricultural or park land, nearby existing residential development is invariably up market, extensive and expensive. The owners regard any new development as a gross intrusion on their privacy and are prepared to seek every
There's nothing to beat a TORO Reelmaster 450D

For faster, easier mowing with good results and working in all weather conditions the Reelmaster 450D is the only machine that can really take it! It's so dependable it just goes on and on, eating up to 10.5 acres of grass per hour.

The 450D is designed with its weight evenly distributed around a centre-mount 50hp diesel engine for better balance ... the result is considerably better up-hill climbing ability and traction than others.

TORO's exclusive variable clip control enables you to calibrate reel speed and mowing speed precisely and with all controls at your fingertips operating the 450D is a delight. All weather cabs are available.

For all the facts and demo details, have a word with your nearest TORO dealer or contact

LELY (UK) LIMITED
Station Road, St. Neots,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE19 1QH
Tel: 0480 76971 Telex: 32523
Fax: 0480 216167

in a class of their own
The Bomford Bandit Takes a Lot of Stick

A Bomford Bandit sticks to the task right through the grass growing season. Short grass, long grass, on fields, parks and pitches, as long as the grass keeps growing the Bandit will stay the course – and has been for over twenty successful seasons. It fits any tractor – and with horizontal shafting and full guarding, it combines maximum safety with optimum efficiency. That’s why for professional grass management you can’t do better than to stick with a Bandit and – BOMFORD IT!

Bomford Freephone: 0800 622137

Bomford and Evershed Ltd., PO Box 18, Evesham WR11 5SW
Name:
Address:
John Jacobs  
**Golf Associates Limited**  
**GOLF COURSE ARCHITECTS**

Talk to us or send for our brochure before planning your course alterations or new golf project.

68a High Street, Walkern, Stevenage, Herts SG2 7PG.  
Tel: 0438 86438  
Fax: 0438 86788

---

**ARNOLD SANS FOR INDUSTRY**

If your product innovation and development skills are constantly demanding more from the raw materials you use, talk to us. You'll find we have a lot in common.

---

**LEISURE SANDS**

Joseph Arnold & Sons Ltd  
Billington Road  
Leighton Buzzard  
Bedfordshire LU7 8TW  
Telephone: 0525 372264  
Facsimile: 0525 891620

---

**ARNOLD SANS FOR INDUSTRY**

---

**THE BRITISH MASTERS.**

Lindum are Masters of growing fine turf for golf greens and tees.  
"I am absolutely delighted with the quality of the Lindum turf supplied for the greens of our new south course." Michael Hunter, Estate Manager, Wentworth Golf Club.  

Need we say more? If so, ask for a copy of our new brochure.

---

**LINDUM FOR LANDSCAPE AND LEISURE**

For more information, telephone Stephen Fell, 065 261 329, Lindum Seeded Turf, Church House, Horstow, Barton on Humber, South Humberside DN18 6BG.

---

**LINDUM FOR LANDSCAPE AND LEISURE**

---

**PATRICK TALLACK**

**GOLF COURSE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION**

Horton Park Country Club  
Epsom, Surrey.  
Patrick Tallack, who designed the course, supervising NT's installation, with his Project Manager, Michael Hemmings.

---

**LINDUM Seeded Turf**

---

**THE MASTERS OF FINE TURF PRODUCTION**

---

**LINDUM Seeded Turf**

---

---

---

---
means at their disposal to resist replacing a couple of hundred grazing sheep with a similar number of visiting golfers. If the viability of course construction is dependent on raising finance from house building similar to their own, then the outcry can be heard to the town hall steps. Hard information on planning application for proposed golf course developments is difficult to obtain, because planning officials at local level do not have to notify central government of either plans submitted, approved or rejected.

The only time the Secretary of State for the Environment becomes involved is when an applicant appeals against a rejection by the local planning authority. The appeal can be made in one of two ways. The first is by means of a public inquiry when an inspector is appointed by the Secretary of State to consider.

Not behind my garden says greenbelt residents

Until the EGU set up the Golf Development Committee there has been no co-ordinating body since the Golf Development Council was closed down some years ago. It is possible that a sympathetic authority could grant permission for several courses within a small area, none of which when built, could be financially viable in the face of local competition.

New courses involve a massive capital outlay without the opportunity to recoup any investment within three years, this is why developers are seeking to tie residential housing, hotels and a sports complex into the overall scheme.

Collingtree Park at Northampton is a case in point as is Titherington Links near Macclesfield, both developing into fine golf courses with the finance raised from sales of property. Although central government have offered grants to farmers for the development of other leisure enterprises on surplus land, golf was ruled out from the start. So without a capital sum from the likes of Wimpey, Barrett or Ideal Homes, a pure golf course developer is looking for at least £1m up front without any opportunity to produce any income for at least three years.

The second method and by far the cheaper is to proceed by a written submission at a “closed appeal”, where an inspector considers the evidence from both sides, visits the site, may ask questions, but is not available to listen to arguments either for or against. He makes his recommendation purely on the facts as he sees them.

Earlier this year Mr Peter Dutton, the President of the English Golf Union called for the building of 500 new courses in Britain just to keep pace with demand. He also announced the setting up of a four man Golf Development Committee to study ways and means of expanding golf in England. They also find information hard to come by, as planning officers are under no obligation to tell the EGU or the Sports Council of plans submitted, accepted or rejected. They obtain most of their information from farmers and developers looking for official backing or help and so far this year there have been 127 individual inquiries, directed toward the English Golf Union.
the grass is cut neater than most people's private lawn, areas of rough support wild fauna, fringes are left for birds, animals and insects to exist completely undisturbed. What is more it opens up land for the population at large to enjoy.

The Southern Region of the Sports Council have recently published the results of a survey *Providing For Golf in the Southern Region. They contacted 103 established private commercial and municipal courses and received an 81% response. The findings are set out in a 28 page booklet, which is essential reading for anyone contemplating constructing a golf course or extending an existing layout.

They found membership in the private clubs ranged from 350 to over 1,000 where the club supported two courses.

In the area of the survey, from Buckinghamshire in the north to the Isle of Wight, including Oxfordshire, Berkshire and Hampshire 59 of the private clubs out of the 70 who responded had a waiting list for membership, extending from six months to ten years.

Few were able to provide accurate figures of the number of rounds per annum, though the pay and play courses reported from 24,000 on a nine hole course to over 64,000 on a 18 + 9 complex. Although firm statistics were not available it was obvious that the combination of member rounds plus visiting parties and green fee casuals put considerable pressure on course maintenance.

The survey also discovered thirty-two of the courses planned additional facilities either by clubhouse improvements or course extensions, but did not discover whether such proposed expansion had encountered opposition.

The main conclusions drawn from the survey by the Southern Region of the Sports Council are as follows:

The demand for golf in the region is not being met by the existing facilities.

Many more commercial pay and play and municipal courses are required to cater for the beginners at golf and more clubs are needed to accommodate those who have developed a proficiency at the sport.

One of the major obstacles facing those who wish to build new courses or extend existing ones comes from local planning authorities.

The necessary initial financial outlay by developers, could lead to cut backs in the essentials of drainage and infrastructure and landowners intending building a golf course should obtain the services of qualified consultants.

If more facilities are not provided, golf will remain the preserve of the privileged few, fortunate to be members of a private club.

The South Western Council for Sport and Recreation have also published the results of an even more extensive survey in a *Strategy Document, conducted during 1987, covering all counties west of Wiltshire, where the total population is over 4.5 million, and expecting to rise by a further .25 million, by 1991.

The 1987 survey estimates there were 108 courses with 18 holes and 26 nine hole courses throughout the South

**EGU regional officers report**

Ray Baldwin from the Midland Region reports that he has received 54 enquiries for either new golf course developments or extensions to existing layouts, but to his knowledge only four are actually under construction, others are awaiting planning permission or at the feasibility study stage. The courses under construction are all on farm land, where the farmers have decided to diversify.

Among the proposals within the Midland area 31 are for 18-hole courses, two of 27-holes and four golf complexes. He has given advice for a putting green for a retired persons leisure complex.

In the South West, John Goodban has also received some 50 enquiries, but few have yet come to fruition, though he knows of two new courses at Clovelly and Libbaton plus a driving range in the Ilfracombe area.

A new course has been approved in Cornwall and is about to commence construction outside Lostwithiel, to be called the Restormel Golf and Country Club.

However, planning approval for the rebuilding of a golf course at Lynton has twice been rejected.

In the 14 countries of the South East, which includes the Channel Islands, Guy Shenstone says he has replied to over 40 enquiries from potential developers, the majority, farmers, looking to take land out of food production, by building 'rough' pay as you play, 9-hole and some 18-hole courses. He believes professional developers, within the hotel industry are seeking advice elsewhere and others who should be contacting the EGU are going ahead without realising the value of available assistance at their disposal.

Bill Murray in the northern section of the country also reports a number of active enquiries, eighteen he has inspected personally. He believes local planning officers without experience of golf course development are not aware of the nature conservancy benefits that can be safeguarded from the construction of golf courses and they also are not coming to the English Golf Union for what is in effect, free advice.

He said he knows of a potential three course development near Billingham on the borders of Durham and Cleveland where the master mind behind the Gateshead Metro Centre has some 6,000 acres of land at his disposal.

Bill also pointed out that farmers who intend obtaining the grant under the set-aside scheme should be aware that the £80 an acre grant only applies to grade 2 or better land.

"We can offer a great deal of help and point both developers of new courses and clubs exploring expansion in the right direction, if they would only contact us", added Bill Murray. This would seem to be sound advice as all new courses will eventually seek affiliation to their county association. It is better to ensure the layouts and yardages are correct from the outset, rather than become involved in expensive alterations later.

**English Golf Union Development Committee:**

- **South West** - J. W. D. Goodban
  - O.B.E. (Chairman) Applegarth, Hills View, East Hill, Braunton, North Devon. EX33 2LE Tel: 0271 814405
- **South East** - G. G. Shenstone, 25 Kings Court, Kings Road, Westcliffe-on-Sea, Essex. SS08 LL Tel: 01702 352722
- **North** - W.P. Murray, Highnam Lodge, Park Mews, Hartlepool TS26 ODX Tel: 0429 273185
- **Midland** - R.J.W. Baldwin, Chantry Cottage, Friar Street, Droitwich, Worcs. WR9 8EQ Tel: 0905 778560